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Abstract 
People with paedophilia are a highly stigmatised group - even more so over recent years 
in which reports of child sexual abuse have risen, and sensationalist media coverage 
intensified. For people with paedophilia, whom many assume to also be sex offenders, 
the risk of exposure to prejudice-driven crime is high. In this article, I pose the question 
of whether people with paedophilia should be included in hate crime legislation across 
the world. I conclude that they should be included under the so-called vulnerability-and-
deinvididualisation approach that I suggest in this paper. According to this approach, 
groups should be protected by hate crime legislation, if they are discriminated against 
significantly more often than groups who only experience prejudice-driven crimes on a 
rare basis (vulnerability). Furthermore, they should only be protected if the crime is 
targeted towards a whole group instead of a specific individual (deinvidualisation). 
However, via a subclause, this approach excludes certain groups who would fall under 
the two outlined premises but whose attributes harm the ideals of a pluralistic society 
that hate crime legislation seeks to foster.  I conclude with broader implications on victim 
inclusion criteria. 
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Introduction 
Over recent years, the number of child sexual abuse cases recorded by the police 
increased considerably in different parts of the world, such as England and Wales, 
Northern Ireland, Scotland, Poland, and Germany.1 This increase in reported cases does 
not necessarily reflect an actual increase in child sexual abuse. According to the Office 
for National Statistics (2018),2 the increase can be attributed to two main reasons. On 
the one hand, the reporting systems of the police improved. On the other hand, victims 
were more willing to come forward and report a crime.  
 
The higher number of reported cases has drawn increasing attention to the issue. This is 
reflected in extensive media coverage and governmental political actions. In Germany, 
for example, three major cases with tens of thousands of suspects, in Bergisch Gladbach, 
Münster, and Lügde, came to light in the last two years.3 These cases were often 
accompanied by fierce and sensationalist media coverage that led to public outrage. 
Eventually, this outrage sparked a change in German criminal law, whereby the sentence 
for offences relating to child sexual abuse material increased; from a maximum of one-
year imprisonment (“Vergehen”) to a minimum of one year (“Verbrechen”) with the option 
of preventive detention. In the United Kingdom, Home Secretary Priti Patel helped publish 
the Tackling Child Sexual Abuse Strategy4 as a reaction to the increase in reported child 
sexual abuse cases.  
 
Unfortunately, sensationalist media coverage adopts and reinforces the widespread 
assumption that all individuals who abuse children are paedophilic, and that all people 
with paedophilia (hereinafter: PWP) abuse children. Oftentimes, the media use child sex 
offenders and PWP as interchangeable phrases, implying that PWP are doomed to offend 
sooner or later, thereby constituting a danger to society.5 This view does not align with 

 
1 Office for National Statistics, ‘Sexual Offending: Victimisation and the Path through the Criminal 
Justice System’ (Office for National Statistics, 2018); A. Sas, ‘Number of Reports and Incidents 
Relating to Child Sexual Abuse Material (CSAM) in Poland from 2012 to 2020’ (Statista, 2021); 
PSNI, ‘Trends in Police Recorded Crime in Northern Ireland 1998/99 to 2019/20’ (PSNI, 2020); H. 
Yousaf and A. Fritz, ‘Recorded Crime in Scotland, 2019-2020’ (Scottish Government, 2020); 
Bundesministerium des Innern, für Bau und Heimat, ‘Polizeiliche Kriminalstatistik 2020’ 
(Bundesministerium des Innern, für Bau und Heimat, 2020); K. Karsna and Liz Kelly, ‘The Scale 
and Nature of Child Sexual Abuse: Review of Evidence’ (Centre of expertise on child sexual 
absue, 2021). 
2 ‘Sexual Offending: Victimisation and the Path through the Criminal Justice System’. 
3 M. Bernstein, ‘Polizei Zerschlägt Kinderporno-Ring’, Süddeutsche Zeitung, 2021, 
https://www.sueddeutsche.de/muenchen/muenchen-polizei-kinderpornografie-fahndung-
1.5188646; ‘Lange Freiheitsstrafen Für Missbrauch Auf Campingplatz’, Spiegel, 2019, 
https://www.spiegel.de/panorama/justiz/luegde-lange-haftstrafen-fuer-missbrauch-auf-
campingplatz-a-1285343.html; ‘Missbrauchskomplex Münster: Lange Haftstrafen’, ZDF, 2021, 
https://www.zdf.de/nachrichten/panorama/missbrauchsfall-muenster-prozess-urteil-100.html. 
4 ‘Tackling Child Sexual Abuse Strategy’ (Home Office, 2021). 
5 Sara Jahnke et al., ‘Stigma-Related Stress and Its Correlates Among Men with Pedophilic 
Sexual Interests’, Archives of Sexual Behavior 44, no. 8 (November 2015): 2173–87, 
https://doi.org/10.1007/s10508-015-0503-7. 
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the evidence, which shows that only a minority of child sex offenders have paedophilic 
interests.6  
 
Research has shown that the media frequently disseminates dramatic, inaccurate, and 
distorted images regarding people with paedophilia (PWP), thereby cementing high 
levels of stigma in society.7 Stelzmann et al.8 found media coverage to be emotionally 
charged and highly stigmatising, thus turning public opinion against PWP. Similarly, Mejia 
et al.9 found the language in the news coverage of child sexual abuse to be broad, 
inconsistent, and suggestive. These findings confirm the role of the media in fostering 
existing stereotypes, such as the conflation of sex offenders and PWP, and the 
reinforcement of stigma towards PWP. Considering the increased visibility of child sexual 
abuse cases, it can be expected that crimes directed towards PWP based on hostility 
and prejudice against them will increase. This raises the question of whether PWP should 
be internationally protected by hate crime legislation under general criminal law.  
 
In this article, I will attempt to answer this question by looking, firstly, at the general goal 
for which hate crime laws were devised. In the second part, I will look at the victim groups 
currently typically included in hate crime legislation and the reasons for their inclusion, 
before turning to the problems with the current inclusion criteria. I will then lay out 
different approaches that have been suggested for hate crime victim inclusion criteria. 
Thereafter, I will critically reflect on the current suggestions before deriving my own 
approach. Ultimately, I will apply my approach to the question of whether PWP should be 
included in hate crime laws and what this means for victim inclusion criteria for hate crime 
laws in general.  

 
  

 
6 Michael C. Seto and Martin L. Lalumière, ‘A Brief Screening Scale to Identify Pedophilic 
Interests Among Child Molesters’, Sexual Abuse: A Journal of Research and Treatment 13, no. 1 
(January 2001): 15–25, https://doi.org/10.1177/107906320101300103; Michael C. Seto et al., ‘The 
Revised Screening Scale for Pedophilic Interests (SSPI–2): Development and Criterion-Related 
Validation’, Sexual Abuse: A Journal of Research and Treatment 29, no. 7 (October 2017): 619–
35, https://doi.org/10.1177/1079063215612444. 
7 J. Kitzinger, ‘Paedophile-in-the-Community’ Protests: Press Reporting and Public Responses’, 
Sex Crime 8 (2008): 356–76; Daniela Stelzmann, Sara Jahnke, and Laura F. Kuhle, ‘Media 
Coverage of Pedophilia: Benefits and Risks from Healthcare Practitioners’ Point of View’, 
International Journal of Environmental Research and Public Health 17, no. 16 (8 August 2020): 
5739, https://doi.org/10.3390/ijerph17165739. 
8 ‘Media Coverage of Pedophilia’. 
9 ‘Gender Matters: Working with Adult Male Survivors of Trauma’, Journal of Counseling & 
Development 83, no. 1 (January 2005): 29–40, https://doi.org/10.1002/j.1556-
6678.2005.tb00577.x. 
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The definition and goal of hate crime laws 
What are hate crime laws? 
 
Discussing whether PWP should be included in hate crime laws requires a brief look at 
what hate crimes are, and their overarching purpose is. According to Schweppe,10 hate 
crimes are a victim-led offence since one of their fundamental characteristics is targeting 
due to an attribute that signifies the person’s perceived or actual affiliation with a certain 
group. For a crime to be classified as a hate crime, their hatred toward a specific group 
must be grounded in prejudice.11 Notably, most hate crime laws do not operate as 
separate laws. Instead, hatred on the grounds of prejudice most often serves as an 
aggravating factor, resulting in a harsher penalty than for equivalent crimes in which the 
hate factor is not present. Importantly, hate crimes are never committed against hatred 
towards one specific person but against a whole group with whom the person shares the 
attribute. This means, in the eyes of the perpetrator, the victim becomes “immaterial”12 
and is interchangeable with other members of this group.13 Blake14 speaks specifically of 
the “de-individualisation” of the victim, whereby the crime is not targeted at a specific 
individual but a community.  

 
Justifications for sanctioning hate crimes more harshly than parallel crimes  
 
The reasons why hate crimes are seen as worse than parallel crimes and are therefore 
punished more harshly are twofold: (1) retributive15 and (2) consequentialist.1617 (1) The 
retributive perspective sees hate crimes as worse than parallel crimes because they are 
deemed i) more harmful, and the perpetrators are considered ii) more culpable. Hate 
crimes are considered i) more harmful because they are perceived as affecting the 
victim’s identity as well as threatening the community to which the victim is perceived to 
belong. This leads to a generally terrorising effect on the group with which the victim 
shares an attribute.18 Individuals who commit hate crimes are also perceived as ii) more 
culpable and therefore deserving of harsher punishment since they knowingly caused 

 
10 ‘Defining Characteristics and Politicising Victims: A Legal Perspective’, Journal of Hate Studies 
10, no. 1 (1 January 2012): 173, https://doi.org/10.33972/jhs.118. 
11 G. Mason, ‘Victim Attributes in Hate Crime Law: Difference and the Politics of Justice’, British 
Journal of Criminology 54, no. 2 (1 March 2014): 161–79, https://doi.org/10.1093/bjc/azt073. 
12 Schweppe, ‘Defining Characteristics and Politicising Victims’. 
13 Barbara Perry, In the Name of Hate Understanding Hate Crimes (New York; London: 
Routledge, 2001). 
14 ‘Geeks and Monsters: Bias Crimes and Social Identity’, Law and Philosophy 20, no. 2 (2001): 
121–39. 
15 Retributivism is a theoretical framework that views punishment as justified because 
individuals who committed an act that is seen as wrong are considered deserving of it. One of 
the most well-known representatives of retributivism is Immanuel Kant.  
16 Consequentialism views behaviour as right or wrong depending on the outcome of an action. 
The most well-known representative of this theoretical framework is the utilitarian philosopher, 
Jeremy Bentham. One of his most notable ideas is the “greatest-happiness principle”, whereby 
an individual should choose to act in a way that maximises the overall happiness in the world.  
17 Mason, ‘Victim Attributes in Hate Crime Law’. 
18 Mason. 
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the aforementioned effects for the individual and the community the victim is associated 
with.19 In a nutshell, this means that hate crimes disaffirm the fundamental value of 
equality - or the right to be treated equally to other individuals of society - which the 
state deems as essential for a functional pluralistic democracy.  
 
(2) This also has implications from a consequentialist perspective. By giving hate crimes 
harsher penalties than parallel crimes, the state aims to deter crime. It sends the message 
to (potential) offenders that the principle of equality is such a fundamental aspect of our 
society that prejudice exacerbates the moral unacceptability of crime. 
 

Currently protected victim groups 
Given the goal of hate crime laws – which is to foster, maintain and protect equality – it 
seems questionable that many jurisdictions protect very few groups by hate crime law, 
instead of any group that is marked by a certain attribute of difference.20 The UK, for 
example, protects only five groups by criminal law. In particular, crimes can be 
aggravated if the offender demonstrated or was motivated by hostility based on race, 
religion, disability, sexual orientation, and transgender identity.21 Other jurisdictions take 
a more open-ended approach, whereby some countries list certain groups but add an 
“other” category, which allows for the inclusion of an unspecified number of other 
disadvantaged victim groups. In Germany, for example, crimes can be aggravated if the 
motivation and goals of the offender were of a racist, xenophobic, antisemitic, or other 
misanthropic nature. In India, hatred towards specific groups on the grounds of prejudice 
does not aggravate a sentence – it is treated as a separate offence that is sanctionable 
with up to three years’ imprisonment. Section 153A of the Indian Penal Code (IPC) 
specifies the offence of promoting disharmony, enmity or feelings of hatred between 
different groups on the grounds of religion, race, place of birth, residence, language, and 
any other grounds, and doing acts prejudicial to maintenance of harmony.22 A similarly 
open-ended approach is used in Australia. Section 21A(2)(h) of the Crimes (Sentencing 
Procedure) Act 1999 in New South Wales states that crimes will be aggravated if: “... the 
offence was motivated by hatred for or prejudice against a group of people to which the 
offender believed the victim belonged (such as people of a particular religion, racial or 
ethnic origin, language, sexual orientation or age, or having a particular disability)”23 
(emphases added by the author). However, despite the open-ended approaches of some 
jurisdictions, one might be curious why certain groups are explicitly listed in the hate 
crime legislation of certain jurisdictions while other disadvantaged groups – such as PWP 
– are not. Further explorations into legal history may shed light on a few possible 
reasons.  

 
 

19 Mason. 
20 Mason. 
21 The Crown Prosecution System, ‘Hate Crime’, CPS (blog), n.d., https://www.cps.gov.uk/crime-
info/hate-crime. 
22 ‘Indian Penal Code (IPC) 1860’, Vakilno1.Com (blog), 2013. 
23 NSW Government, ‘Crimes (Sentencing Procedure) Act 1999 No 92’, NSW Legislation (blog), 
2021. 
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A brief glance at legal history 
In the United Kingdom, statutory provisions show the influence of historical events. For 
example, Sections 29 to 32 of the Crime and Disorder Act 1998 – which specifies racially 
aggravated offences – might have been introduced to challenge heightened levels of 
racism that arose during waves of mass migrations from 1940 onwards.24 In the wake of 
9/11, the UK also introduced religiously aggravated crimes in the Anti-terrorism, Crime 
and Security Act 2001. Sections 145 and 146 of the Criminal Justice Act 2003 
incorporated aggravation of sentences related to sexual orientation, transgender 
identity, and disability. This might be the result of an increased formation of organisations 
in support of gay rights movements and growing LGBTQ+ communities since the mid-
nineties. 
 
In the United States – according to Grattet and Jenness25 – there have been two tiers of 
categories of hate crimes in the United States that emerged historically from civil rights 
movements. The first tier of categories constituted an early legal response to the most 
visible and typical forms of discrimination and infringement upon minority rights, primarily 
concerning race, religion, colour, and national origin. The second tier of categories 
emerged in the late nineties and included sexual orientation, gender, and disabilities. This 
second wave was the result of various civil rights movements, advocating for those with 
disabilities, LGBTQ+ people, and women. 26  
 
In the Australian context, the protected attributes have already been well recognised in 
human rights discourse and anti-discrimination law (religion, racial or ethnic origin, 
language, sexual orientation, age, and disability). In German criminal law, the inclusion of 
antisemitic crimes shows the influence of a specific group’s historical oppression and 
persecution. Thus, legal history shows us that the inclusion of victim groups has 
depended strongly on politics, political representation, the support of lobby groups, and 
historically established, deep-rooted “social fissure lines” that are characterised by long 
histories of large-scale discrimination.27  
 
Problems with current victim inclusion criteria 
There are several problems with the way hate crime victim groups are currently selected. 
There is a hierarchy of victimisation created from the exclusion of victim groups whose 
attributes are socially less desirable (e.g., PWP, sex workers, or drug addicts). This is 
because these groups lack political support from within. Politically supported victim 
groups’ discrimination experiences are considered more worthy than others.  This cannot 

 
24 Jon Garland and Neil Chakraborti, ‘Divided by a Common Concept? Assessing the Implications 
of Different Conceptualizations of Hate Crime in the European Union’, European Journal of 
Criminology 9, no. 1 (January 2012): 38–51, https://doi.org/10.1177/1477370811421645; K. Lowe, 
‘Five Times Immigration Changed the UK’, BBC News, 2020. 
25 ‘Examining the Boundaries of Hate Crime Law: Disabilities and the "Dilemma of Difference’, 
The Journal of Criminal Law and Criminology 91, no. 3 (2001): 653–98. 
26 Schweppe, ‘Defining Characteristics and Politicising Victims’. 
27 Frederick M Lawrence, Punishing Hate: Bias Crimes under American Law. (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 2009), http://qut.eblib.com.au/patron/FullRecord.aspx?p=3300351. 
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be justified since groups like PWP, or sex workers might experience discrimination 
similarly frequently as groups already protected by the state.28  
 
In addition, open-ended approaches taken by jurisdictions such as India offer a fertile 
ground for the misuse of hate crime laws. Specifically, the sections have been criticised 
because they may be misused to infringe upon the freedom of speech when a person 
expresses a controversial opinion.29 A person can simply be accused of ”promoting 
disharmony between groups on […] any […] grounds”.30 An approach that is at risk of 
being misused to restrict an individual’s freedom of speech is problematic, as it 
contradicts the very purpose of hate crime laws.    
 
However, other open-ended approaches, such as those taken by Germany and Australia 
that allow for less room for interpretation than India also appear to be flawed. An “other” 
category allows the judge or jury to include any group that they might deem appropriate. 
On the one hand, this means that PWP could also be included – as was the case in the 
Australian cases R v Robinson and Dunn v The Queen. On the other, however, it means 
that other groups that are victims of crimes based on hostility and prejudice – such as 
football pundits, the rich and poor, barristers and solicitors, geeks, and sci-fi fans – could 
all be included in the “other” category of hate crime laws. Whilst this might not seem 
unreasonable if the overarching goal of hate crime laws is to achieve equality and to give 
all individuals the right to be different, the potential inclusion of all victim groups within 
the context of hate crime law runs the risk of generalising the discrimination experienced 
by different groups of victims. This does not mean that the individual discrimination 
experiences of group X are generally more or less horrifying than the discrimination 
experiences of Y. There are simply more experiences like this for one group than for the 
other. 
 
This means that there is a deciding factor - the scale of discrimination - which justifies a 
certain hierarchy of victimisation under hate crime law. On the quantity level, Jewish, 
Black, or Muslim individuals, for example, experience discrimination on a much larger 
scale than other groups, such as football, sci-fi fans, or rich people. As opposed to many 
other groups who might be sometimes discriminated against, certain groups are 
discriminated against so frequently that they have difficulties going about their daily lives 
without a constant fear of hate-motivated attacks against them – as might be the case 
with Jewish individuals in Germany, or gay men and lesbian women in Russia or Nigeria. 
This also means that, as a result, the discrimination experiences of these groups become 
not only quantitatively but also qualitatively different. In other words, certain groups are 
systematically and structurally discriminated against, whereas other groups are arguably 

 
28 Schweppe, ‘Defining Characteristics and Politicising Victims’; Neil Chakraborti and Jon 
Garland, ‘Reconceptualizing Hate Crime Victimization through the Lens of Vulnerability and 
“Difference”’, Theoretical Criminology 16, no. 4 (November 2012): 499–514, 
https://doi.org/10.1177/1362480612439432. 
29 N. Padha, ‘Disagreement or Hate Speech: War between Constitution and Hate Speech Laws’, 
The Northlines (blog), 2019. 
30 ‘Indian Penal Code (IPC) 1860’. 
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not. This means that in order to achieve equality within a society, the protection of some 
groups is more important or urgent than it is for other groups. Elevating potentially any 
identifiable group on the same level would neglect the fact that some groups are 
systematically more disadvantaged than others and therefore need more protection to 
achieve equal freedom of choice and movement. Yet, the question remains as to which 
victim group(s) to (or not to) include in hate crime laws. The question has already been 
hotly debated. In the following, I will briefly discuss existing approaches and reflect on 
the main pitfalls they have faced before laying out my own approach and what this means 
for the inclusion or exclusion of PWP in hate crime laws.  
 

Existing approaches to the improvement of victim inclusion criteria 
Vulnerability and Difference 
 
Chakraborti and Garland31 suggested an approach that focuses on vulnerability and 
differences. According to this approach, hate crime laws “would include the elderly, the 
homeless, sex workers, refugees and asylum seekers, people with mental health issues 
or drug and alcohol dependency as well as other marginalised, invisible and tabooed 
populations targeted based on their apparent vulnerability or obvious markers of 
difference”.32 The authors argue that, by shifting the emphasis to the aspect of 
difference, we will be able to move away from a selective identity politics that 
marginalises a range of experiences of many other groups whose attributes might be less 
obvious, politically supported, or desirable to an inclusive approach that focuses on the 
aspect that all discriminated groups share – difference. As such, as Chakraborti and 
Garland suggest, we will be able to identify those who are at higher risk of victimisation 
and more vulnerable to prejudice and hate-motivated crimes. This approach, however, is 
too broad in a problematic way. By including all groups which look different to other 
groups (or a potential offender) and are therefore vulnerable to attacks in the context of 
hate crime laws may lead to problems of generalisation as discussed earlier. In particular, 
the hatred experienced by groups that are sometimes discriminated against – such as, 
for example, green-eyed individuals or those with a crooked nose – and groups that are 
frequently and systematically discriminated against – such as Jews or Black people – are 
put on the same level. This approach neglects the fact that the latter groups (i.e. victims 
of systematic discrimination) need to be given better and more urgent protection than 
the former to achieve equal freedom.  
 
Social-fissure lines 
 
Frederick Lawrence suggested a two-stage process for determining which victim groups 
should be included in hate crime laws. According to him, for the first step, all potential 
groups should be included that are characterised by an attribute that people identify 

 
31 ‘Reconceptualizing Hate Crime Victimization through the Lens of Vulnerability and 
“Difference”’. 
32 Chakraborti and Garland. 
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with33. The second step is the deciding phase, in which the legislation must decide which 
of the groups should be included in hate crime laws. Here, Lawrence suggests “social 
fissure lines” as the deciding factor – “divisions that run deep in the social history of a 
culture“, such as race and racial discrimination34. This criterion might be better able to 
consider the differential nature of large-scale discrimination compared to occasional 
cases. However, as Schweppe35 pointed out, this approach is reactive rather than 
proactive, meaning that it includes only those groups that have had a long history of 
discrimination. It cannot react to newly emerging groups who are being discriminated 
against on a large scale. An example of this might be the group of Asian, specifically 
Chinese, individuals who experience an increasing amount of discrimination in 
association with the COVID-19 pandemic36. 
 
Minorities and immutability 
 
Other approaches take the perspective of only including minorities or those groups 
whose attributes are immutable37. However, both approaches have weaknesses that 
cannot be ignored. At first glance, it might seem reasonable to only include minorities, 
given that many of the currently protected groups are, in fact, minorities. Nevertheless, 
not all groups that have been repeatedly and systematically discriminated against are 
minorities. The most obvious example of this is the group of women. Women are, for 
example, still not paid equally to men38. In addition, a strikingly lower percentage of 

 
33 Lawrence, Punishing Hate. 
34 Lawrence. 
35 ‘Defining Characteristics and Politicising Victims’. 
36 Angela R. Gover, Shannon B. Harper, and Lynn Langton, ‘Anti-Asian Hate Crime During the 
COVID-19 Pandemic: Exploring the Reproduction of Inequality’, American Journal of Criminal 
Justice 45, no. 4 (August 2020): 647–67, https://doi.org/10.1007/s12103-020-09545-1; Hannah 
Tessler, Meera Choi, and Grace Kao, ‘The Anxiety of Being Asian American: Hate Crimes and 
Negative Biases During the COVID-19 Pandemic’, American Journal of Criminal Justice 45, no. 4 
(August 2020): 636–46, https://doi.org/10.1007/s12103-020-09541-5; Shinwoo Choi, ‘“People 
Look at Me like I AM the Virus”: Fear, Stigma, and Discrimination during the COVID-19 Pandemic’, 
Qualitative Social Work 20, no. 1–2 (March 2021): 233–39, 
https://doi.org/10.1177/1473325020973333; Jörg Dollmann and Irena Kogan, ‘COVID-19–
Associated Discrimination in Germany’, Research in Social Stratification and Mobility 74 (August 
2021): 100631, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.rssm.2021.100631; Chelsea Gray and Kirstine Hansen, 
‘Did Covid-19 Lead to an Increase in Hate Crimes Toward Chinese People in London?’, Journal of 
Contemporary Criminal Justice, 5 July 2021, 104398622110279, 
https://doi.org/10.1177/10439862211027994. 
37 Blake, ‘Geeks and Monsters: Bias Crimes and Social Identity’; Neil Chakraborti, ‘Crimes Against 
the “Other”: Conceptual, Operational, and Empirical Challenges for Hate Studies’, Journal of Hate 
Studies 8, no. 1 (1 January 2010): 9, https://doi.org/10.33972/jhs.66. 
38 Destatis Statistisches Bundesamt, ‘Gender Pay Gap 2019: Germany Remains among EU States 
with Highest Disparity’, Europe in Figures (blog), 2019; Scottish Government, ‘Annual Survey of 
Hours and Earnings: 2020’ (Scottish Government, 2020); Pooja Sengupta and Roma Puri, 
‘Gender Pay Gap in India: A Reality and the Way Forward—An Empirical Approach Using Quantile 
Regression Technique’, Studies in Microeconomics, 9 April 2021, 232102222199567, 
https://doi.org/10.1177/2321022221995674. 
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women occupy leadership positions than men – be it in politics or companies39. According 
to UN Women40, gender equality in high positions such as Head of State or Government, 
will not be achieved for another 130 years if continued at the current rate.  
 
Immutable attributes – or, more broadly speaking, factors that are “exceptionally difficult 
and costly to change”41 – on the other hand, do include women. Attributes that are 
considered include, for example, sex, sexual orientation, race, or national origin. 
However, this approach excludes many groups that are frequently discriminated against 
and whose shared attribute is – at least in theory – convertible. This approach would not 
include Muslim or Jewish individuals or police officers since it assumes that individuals 
can convert to a different religion or change their profession. In practice, however, it 
would be detrimental to expect individuals who are discriminated against based on the 
aforementioned attributes to change their group affiliation. Firstly, group affiliation can 
be deeply connected to the identity of a person. It is often not easy or, in fact, feasible 
for many individuals to change such a significant part of their identity and could lead to 
mental health issues. On a broader level, it harms the pluralistic ideals of societies that 
want to achieve equality for all members of society. Expecting individuals to change their 
group affiliation due to discrimination validates the discriminating side and not the 
individuals who are discriminated against. This goes against the equality goal that hate 
crime laws seek to achieve. 
 
Organising Principles of inequality 
 
A more promising approach that focuses on the importance of distinguishing structural 
forms of discrimination from those that are not presented by Cooper42. Cooper’s 
suggestion is based on the premise that not all differences should be accepted because 
some attributes of difference create relations of subordination and inequality that cannot 
be brought together with the ideal of a democratic and pluralistic society in which all 
members are treated equally. In particular, Cooper asserts that in order to identify the 
forms of inequality which are acceptable and those which have to be overturned, an 
effective framework is needed to distinguish between “organising principles of 
inequality” and other forms of discrimination. 
 
According to Cooper, “organising principles of inequality” - for example, gender, sexual 
orientation, race, and religion - structure and shape different aspects of our society and 
label hierarchies of power. These principles of inequality are so enmeshed in our society 
that they shape and characterise institutions and societal practices. A metaphor might 

 
39 K. Buchholz, ‘Only 8 Percent of CEOs At Fortune 500 Companies Are Female’ (Statista, 2021); 
D. Clark, ‘Female Share of Seats on Boards of the Largest Companies in Europe 2019’ (Statista, 
2021); UN Women, ‘Facts and Figures: Women’s Leadership and Political Participation’, UN 
Women (blog), 2021, https://www.unwomen.org/en/what-we-do/leadership-and-political-
participation/facts-and-figures. 
40 ‘Facts and Figures: Women’s Leadership and Political Participation’. 
41 Blake, ‘Geeks and Monsters: Bias Crimes and Social Identity’. 
42 Challenging Diversity: Rethinking Equality and the Value of Difference, 1. publ, Cambridge 
Cultural Social Studies (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 2004). 
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clarify the phenomenon: imagine a world in which everyone wore pink glasses and no 
one could either notice them or take them off. We would not be able to judge the true 
colour of a tree if we wore glasses that colour the world pink. This is because the way 
we perceive, understand, and evaluate our environment is structured and shaped by the 
coloured glasses. From Cooper’s perspective, the pink glasses would be organising 
principle of inequality. As a result, we may perceive and understand discrimination 
experiences with an inherently biased perspective, or we may fail to identify these 
“organising principles of inequality” altogether in the first place. 
 
Because of to this inevitable bias, Cooper does not refer to the worth of a group but the 
degree of the pervasiveness of a specific form of discrimination to identify which forms 
of discrimination are illegitimate. To this end, Cooper lists three criteria that show the 
distinctive and pervasive nature of “organising principles of inequality”: 1) The first 
criterion entails unequal and binary positions of power. For example, heterosexual 
individuals constitute the majority, whereas gay men and lesbian women are a minority. 
Another example might be gender relations – women have fewer opportunities in some 
areas of life than men (e.g. leadership positions).  2) For the second criterion, Cooper 
specifies that the “organising principles of inequality” extend to social aspects beyond 
those that are directly associated with group membership. This means that certain values 
and traits stereotypically associated with a certain group are connected to other areas 
of society. For example, while the sexual orientation divide between gay men/lesbian 
women and heterosexual individuals (artificially binarised for clarification purposes) is 
stereotypically associated with norms such as feminine-masculine, petite-muscular and 
abnormal-normal, these norms are also used to describe and become connected to areas 
of the social which extend beyond the context of sexuality (e.g. certain clothing, 
language, or even professions). 3) The third criterion requires that “organising principles 
of inequality” are connected to social dynamics. Sexual orientation, for example, directly 
influences the way we communicate and seek intimacy. It even leads to specific forms 
of social practices, such as community building (e.g. chat forums only for gay men). 
 
Cooper’s focus on the pervasiveness of certain forms of discrimination is persuasive to 
the extent that it provides a way of distinguishing structural and systematic forms of 
discrimination that appear on a larger scale from those that are not. It also acknowledges 
that there are certain attributes that are harmful to pluralistic ideals of a society and that 
maintain structures of inequality. However, Cooper’s approach does not prove 
particularly useful in the application to hate crime laws. Even with Cooper’s three criteria, 
it is not easy to identify organising principles of inequality and they allow for considerable 
room for interpretation. In addition, as Cooper herself suggests, it is possible that certain 
forms of discrimination that do not serve as organising principles of inequality can still be 
seen as illegitimate. According to her, this depends on 1) the merit or value of the attribute 
that characterises a victim group and 2) the proximity to an organising principle of 
inequality. She does not, however, specify what she means by the “merit” of an attribute 
and how the merit comes to be defined. She also does not specify how close to an 
organising principle the attribute should be. This latter criterion - the proximity to an 
organising principle of inequality - resonates with the “other” category included in hate 
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crime laws of the aforementioned jurisdictions in which other groups can be included 
that are like the ones already listed. By not specifying how similar other attributes can 
be, Cooper opens her approach to the critique that other open-ended approaches face 
(see above). 
 
The vulnerability-and-deindividualisation approach 
The approach I want to suggest does, similarly to Cooper, also foreground the 
pervasiveness of a form of discrimination. My approach is based on two premises. The 
first premise assumes that certain groups need more protection than other groups 
because their likelihood of being harmed due to discrimination is significantly higher. In 
other words, this means that certain groups are more vulnerable than others. As 
mentioned above, we must distinguish between groups that experience discrimination 
so frequently that they cannot as easily and freely go about their daily lives as other 
groups who become victims of crimes based on prejudiced hate only occasionally and, 
therefore, are not structurally and systematically discriminated against. The other 
premise refers to the deindividualising nature of hate crimes. I will first further elaborate 
on the first premise before coming to the second. 
 
As opposed to Cooper’s vague approach, I want to suggest a specific measure for this 
first premise that is based on vulnerability. National surveys could be used as a tool to 
identify groups that are more discriminated against than other groups and, as a result, 
feel more vulnerable to hate crimes. The Crime Survey for England and Wales (CSEW) is 
an example of such a national survey. It tries to detect the level of crime in England and 
Wales over a period of 12 months. Amongst crimes such as fraud, theft, or assault, the 
CSEW also asks about hate crimes. However, it only does so regarding the 
aforementioned five categories (race, religion, sexual orientation, transgender identity, 
disability). I suggest that national surveys like the CSEW should first ask respondents if 
they experienced attacks that they felt were committed against them which seemed to 
be motivated by the hatred towards the group that the offender perceived them to 
belong to. This is, of course, a subjective approach. It does not necessarily reflect the 
true level of discrimination and hate crime towards a specific group. However, national 
surveys, such as the CSEW, are one of the best measures that we momentarily have to 
detect the level of crime in a given area. The survey should then, instead of five multiple-
choice options, let victims fill out an open-answer box in which they indicate their group 
affiliation or the group that the offender thought they belonged to. Multiple-choice would 
not be appropriate in this context since the goal of this question would be to openly 
explore which victim group participants name without giving them existing and already 
acknowledged victim categories. The survey would then have to ask about the number 
of hate crimes they experienced as well as the extent to which they feel vulnerable to 
(further) attacks on the basis of stigma towards a specific attribute (measured by a Likert 
scale43 from 1 to 10).  

 
43 R. Likert, ‘A Technique for the Measurement of Attitudes’, Archives of Psychology 140 (1932): 
1–55. A Likert Scale is a psychometric scale that measures the intensity of an attitude towards a 
specific issue, usually ranging between 5 and 10 points. 
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Depending on 1) the frequency by which victim groups experienced attacks motivated 
by prejudice and hatred OR 2) whether they feel exceptionally (Likert-score above five) 
exposed to stigmatisation and, as a result, exceptionally vulnerable to (further) hate 
crimes, it could be decided which groups should be included in hate crime laws. Thus, 
one of the deciding factors for inclusion would be a significantly elevated likelihood of 
being harmed by a hate crime and/or a realistic fear of repeated victimisation. A “realistic” 
fear of repeated victimisation is grounded in the experience of intense societal 
stigmatisation, discrimination, and/or repeated attacks motivated by hatred towards the 
group they are perceived to be affiliated with.    
 
The second premise of my approach – which is the characteristic deindividualising nature 
of hate crimes – is already well-established: the crime must be motivated by hatred and 
prejudice towards a whole group instead of one specific individual. Specifically, while the 
general assumption about a given group X could statistically be correct, it becomes an 
erroneous assumption and therefore prejudiced if a person presumes that the statistically 
correct assumption (e.g., group X is, on average, wealthier than others) holds true for 
every single member of this group (person A must be wealthier than others because 
he/she belongs to group X).  
 
There is one important exception to this approach. According to my two premises, not 
only would certain religious or ethnic minority groups be protected, but also morally and 
behaviourally more problematic groups, such as Nazis, fascists, members of QAnon, 
rapists, sex offenders, or anti-vaccination campaigners, who are extremely despised in 
certain parts of the world. Now, we could say that for the sake of absolute equality, 
attributes that are publicly perceived as criminogenic or undesirable should also be 
protected. However, to elevate groups whose attributes constitute harmful attitudes and 
behaviours (such as Nazis) to the same level as groups who are discriminated against 
based on non-harmful attitudes or behaviours (such as Jewish people) conveys the 
message that it is equally important to protect both of them in order to achieve equality. 
This approach would be flawed. It neglects the fact that certain attributes threaten or 
actively infringe upon other people’s freedom (of speech, choice, or movement) and/or 
health, and thus undermine the pluralistic ideals of our democracy. In other words, some 
attributes contradict the very goal hate crime legislation strives to achieve, which is why 
they should not be protected.  
 
Hence, I propose a subclause for my two premises which explicitly excludes attributes 
that are directly associated with harmful attributes or behaviours. “Harmful” attributes in 
this context relates to attitudes and behaviours that threaten or infringe upon the 
freedom or dignity of other individuals or that lead to injury or risk the health of other 
members of society. This subclause would lead to the exclusion of groups such as anti-
vaccine campaigners, Nazis, rapists, or sex offenders. 
 
My vulnerability-and-deindividualisation approach relates in several ways to the 
aforementioned solutions but is significantly different in some respects. It relates, for 
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example, to vulnerability and difference – the two dimensions that Chakraborti and 
Garland suggested44. However, it does not suggest visible difference and a resulting 
heightened vulnerability to hate crime as the deciding inclusion criteria for hate crime 
laws but differentiates between significantly heightened risk of victimisation due to an 
attribute of difference that is much more frequently discriminated against than other 
attributes of difference. In other words, my approach considers the scope of 
discrimination, whereas Chakraborti and Garland’s approach does not. The social fissure 
lines and immutability approach do also not consider the scope of discrimination, thereby 
neglecting the heightened level of importance and urgency with which certain groups 
have to be protected. The minority approach might not seem to have that problem. Many 
minorities are significantly more discriminated against than majority groups (e.g. Black 
people vs White people). Still, groups who do not constitute a minority, such as women, 
can also be more discriminated against than other majority groups. Thus, this approach 
does not seem inclusive enough regarding the scope of discrimination. With my idea, the 
aforementioned approaches are accommodated, and it also considers the importance of 
distinguishing systematic and frequent discrimination from those forms of discrimination 
that are rare.  
 
Additionally, it considers one of the fundamental characteristics of hate crime, which is 
the interchangeability of victims (deinvididualisation). This second premise of my 
approach makes my approach more applicable to practical cases in which lawyers have 
to assess whether a crime should be aggravated under hate crime law. A person could, 
for example, beat someone because they are a police officer. This might be a population 
that is discriminated against significantly more in some countries than other populations. 
Therefore, the first premise might be fulfilled. If the motivation is based on contempt 
towards all police officers, it would be a hate crime since this police officer could be 
replaced by another police officer. If the motivation is, however, based on contempt 
towards this particular police officer (because they might have been not empathetic or 
thorough enough in their job), it is not a hate crime. 

 
  

 
44 ‘Reconceptualizing Hate Crime Victimization through the Lens of Vulnerability and 
“Difference”’. 
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Should PWP be included in hate crime laws? 
What does this mean for my original question of whether people with paedophilia should 
be included in hate crime laws? According to the approach I just outlined, they clearly 
should. In the case of PWP, a large body of evidence shows the intensity of stigma and 
hatred towards them45. Jahnke, Imhoff, and Hoyer46,for example, found that 14 to 28 per 
cent of respondents agreed that PWP should better be dead, even if they had never 
committed a crime. It is, therefore, to be expected that national surveys would reflect 
this current widespread contempt and stigma that PWP face as well as their fear of 
continued stigmatisation and victimisation on these grounds. In the case of hate crimes 
against PWP, prejudice is also apparent in most cases. Most people who feel contempt 
towards PWP conflate them with people who sexually abuse children47. They often think 
PWP are dangerous, amoral, and in control of their condition48. These are erroneous 
assumptions about the dangerousness of PWP. Importantly, PWP should be included in 
hate crime legislation because the aforementioned subclause does not per sé apply for 
PWP. Although a sexual interest in children is a risk factor for sexual offending, it is not a 
guarantee.  As mentioned before, less than 50 per cent of sex offenders are paedophilic. 
Therefore, the attribute in and of itself is not harmful - only if it is acted out.  

 
A practical example 
 
A closer look into a practical example reveals the complexity of the question at hand. 
Since paedophilia is not a visible attribute, the victims of hate crimes in this group are 
often people who actually committed abuse. Let us assume a scenario in which an 
individual that sexually abused a child was beaten up in prison by other inmates. If the 
inmates saw the child abuse as a sign of paedophilia because of the wrongful assumption 

 
45 Sara Jahnke, Roland Imhoff, and Juergen Hoyer, ‘Stigmatization of People with Pedophilia: 
Two Comparative Surveys’, Archives of Sexual Behavior 44, no. 1 (January 2015): 21–34, 
https://doi.org/10.1007/s10508-014-0312-4; Sara Jahnke, ‘The Stigma of Pedophilia: Clinical and 
Forensic Implications’, European Psychologist 23, no. 2 (May 2018): 144–53, 
https://doi.org/10.1027/1016-9040/a000325; Rebecca Lievesley, Craig A. Harper, and Helen 
Elliott, ‘The Internalization of Social Stigma Among Minor-Attracted Persons: Implications for 
Treatment’, Archives of Sexual Behavior 49, no. 4 (May 2020): 1291–1304, 
https://doi.org/10.1007/s10508-019-01569-x; Jahnke et al., ‘Stigma-Related Stress and Its 
Correlates Among Men with Pedophilic Sexual Interests’; Sara Jahnke and Juergen Hoyer, 
‘Stigmatization of People With Pedophilia: A Blind Spot in Stigma Research’, International Journal 
of Sexual Health 25, no. 3 (July 2013): 169–84, https://doi.org/10.1080/19317611.2013.795921; 
Frederica M. Martijn et al., ‘Sexual Attraction and Falling in Love in Persons with Pedohebephilia’, 
Archives of Sexual Behavior, 21 February 2020, https://doi.org/10.1007/s10508-019-01579-9. 
46 ‘Stigmatization of People with Pedophilia’. 
47 Jahnke, ‘The Stigma of Pedophilia’. 
48 Roland Imhoff, ‘Punitive Attitudes Against Pedophiles or Persons With Sexual Interest in 
Children: Does the Label Matter?’, Archives of Sexual Behavior 44, no. 1 (January 2015): 35–44, 
https://doi.org/10.1007/s10508-014-0439-3; Sara Jahnke, ‘Emotions and Cognitions Associated 
with the Stigma of Non-Offending Pedophilia: A Vignette Experiment’, Archives of Sexual 
Behavior 47, no. 2 (February 2018): 363–73, https://doi.org/10.1007/s10508-017-1073-7; Roland 
Imhoff and Sara Jahnke, ‘Determinants of Punitive Attitudes Toward People with Pedophilia: 
Dissecting Effects of the Label and Intentionality Ascriptions’, Archives of Sexual Behavior 47, 
no. 2 (February 2018): 353–61, https://doi.org/10.1007/s10508-017-1048-8. 
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that all PWP sexually abuse children, and if they beat up this prisoner based on hostility 
due to this prejudice, the crime can be considered a hate crime. This would be the case 
even if the inmate who was beaten up is not paedophilic. This, however, is arguably rarely 
the case. If sex offenders in prison get physically assaulted, it is probably more so 
because of the gruesome act they committed and not because of the potential 
paedophilia that might have led them to the act. This would be a case of vigilantism and 
not hate crime. The attribute “sex offender” constitutes a harmful behaviour that infringes 
upon the dignity and health of an individual and therefore should not be elevated on the 
same level as other protected attributes under hate crime legislation. Importantly, this 
does not mean that vigilantism in this context is acceptable and that sex offenders in 
prisons can or should be beaten up. Individuals who use violence in any context should 
get an appropriate response from the state. It just means that hate crime legislation is 
not an adequate framework to accommodate actions like these.  
 
A clearer case of hate crime involving PWP that was correctly assessed as such by the 
judge is the Australian case Dunn v the Queen. Mr Dunn lit a fire at the housing unit of 
his neighbour, Mr Arja because he assumed that Mr Arja was a paedophile. Psychological 
reports stated that Mr Dunn admitted that the fire was supposed to be a “scare tactic” 
and that he could not bear to live next to a paedophile49. There was no evidence for the 
fact that Mr Arja was indeed paedophilic or that he abused children. This clearly shows 
that the motivation for the crime was based on hatred towards the group of PWP and not 
Mr Arja specifically. Additionally, the criminal act seemed to be loaded with prejudice 
towards PWP more generally since Mr Dunn could not bear to live next to a paedophile, 
implying that he perceived PWP to be dangerous, disgusting, or in any way negatively 
different from other members of society without it being necessarily true.  
 
Conclusion 
In this article, I attempted to answer the question of whether people with paedophilia 
should be included in hate crime laws. To do this, I explored the current victim inclusion 
criteria and their pitfalls, as well as existing approaches to improve hate crime victim 
inclusion criteria and the weaknesses they have faced. The approach I am suggesting is 
grounded on the pervasiveness of a group’s discrimination. In particular, the two 
premises of my vulnerability-and-deindividualisation approach entail that 1) certain 
groups need more protection than other groups because their likelihood of being harmed 
due to discrimination is significantly higher and 2) the crime has to be motivated by 
hatred and prejudice towards a whole group and not one specific individual.  
 
Regarding my first premise, I suggested measuring both the number of hate crimes 
towards a group as well as the intensity of a realistic fear of (repeated) victimisation via 
a national survey, such as the CSEW in England and Wales. This way, the first premise 
could be fulfilled and we would be able to measure which groups are discriminated 

 
49 Gail Mason, ‘Prejudice and Paedophilia in Hate Crime Laws: Dunn v R’, Alternative Law Journal 
34, no. 4 (December 2009): 253–59, https://doi.org/10.1177/1037969X0903400407; Mason, 
‘Victim Attributes in Hate Crime Law’. 
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against on a large scale and should therefore be included in hate crime laws. With these 
two premises in mind, I conclude that PWP should be included in hate crime laws. The 
extent of contempt and stigma towards them can lead us to expect that PWP are more 
fearful of victimisation than other groups.  
 
However, there is an important subclause to my two premises. It explicitly excludes 
groups whose attributes are inextricably linked to harmful attitudes and behaviour that 
infringe upon the freedom, dignity, or health of other members of society and would, 
therefore, go against the ideals that hate crime legislation seeks to foster. This aligns 
with Coopers’ assumption that hate crime legislation cannot and should not entail an 
endless list of attributes of difference to achieve unlimited equality. Instead, it presumes 
that certain attributes harm the pluralistic ideals of society and promote or maintain 
structures of inequality, thereby contradicting the very purpose of hate crime legislation. 
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